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Science Fiction 

Evolution’s Shore by Ian McDonald 

On the trail of the mystery of Saturn’s disappearing moons, network journalist Gaby McAslan finds 

herself in Africa researching the Kilimanjaro Event: a meteor-strike in Kenya which caused the 

stunning African landscape to give way to something equally beautiful – and indescribably alien. 

Dubbed the ‘Chaga’, the alien flora destroys all man-made materials, and moulds human flesh, bone 

and spirit to its own designs. But when Gaby finds the first man to survive the Chaga’s changes, she 

realizes it has its own plans for humankind… 

Against the backdrop of Mount Kilimanjaro, McDonald weaves a staggering tale of keen human 

observation and speculation, as the Kilimanjaro Event changes the course of the human race by 

exposure to something beyond its imagination. 

The Echo Wife by Sarah Gailey 

Martine is a genetically cloned replica made from Evelyn Caldwell’s award-winning research. She’s 

patient and gentle and obedient. She’s everything Evelyn swore she’d never be. 

And she’s having an affair with Evelyn’s husband. 

Now, the cheating bastard is dead, and both Caldwell wives have a mess to clean up. 

Good thing Evelyn Caldwell is used to getting her hands dirty. 

The Moonday Letters by Emmi Itäranta 

Lumi is an Earth-born healer whose Mars-born spouse Sol disappears unexpectedly on a work trip. As 

Lumi begins her quest to find Sol, she delves gradually deeper into Sol’s secrets – and her own. 

While recalling her own path to becoming a healer under the guidance of her mysterious teacher 

Vivian, she discovers an underground environmental group called Stoneturners, which may have 

something to do with Sol’s disappearance. Lumi’s search takes her from the wealthy colonies of Mars 

to Earth that has been left a shadow of its former self due to vast environmental destruction. 

Gradually, she begins to understand that Sol’s fate may have been connected to her own for much 

longer than she thought. 

Part space-age epistolary, part eco-thriller, The Moonday Letters is also a love story between two 

individuals from very different worlds. 



The Last Day by Andrew Hunter Murray 

It is 2059, and the world has crashed. Forty years ago, a solar catastrophe began to slow the planet's 

rotation to a stop. Now one half of the globe is permanently sunlit, the other half trapped in an endless 

night. The United States has colonized the southern half of Great Britain--lucky enough to find itself 

in the narrow habitable region left between frozen darkness and scorching sunlight--where both 

nations have managed to survive the ensuing chaos by isolating themselves from the rest of the world. 

Ellen Hopper is a scientist living on a frostbitten rig in the cold Atlantic. She wants nothing more to 

do with her country after its slide into casual violence and brutal authoritarianism. Yet when two 

government officials arrive, demanding she return to London to see her dying college mentor, she 

accepts--and begins to unravel a secret that threatens not only the nation's fragile balance, but the 

future of the whole human race. 

Titanium Noir by Nick Harkaway 

Cal Sounder is a detective working for the police on certain very sensitive cases. So when he’s called 

in to investigate a homicide at a local apartment, he’s surprised by the routineness of it all. But when 

he arrives on scene, Cal soon learns that the victim—Roddy Tebbit, an otherwise milquetoast techie—

is well over seven feet tall. And although he doesn’t look a day over thirty, he is ninety-one years old. 

Tebbit is a Titan—one of this dystopian, near-future society’s genetically altered elites. And this case 

is definitely Cal’s thing. 

There are only a few thousand Titans worldwide, thanks to Stefan Tonfamecasca’s discovery of the 

controversial T7 genetic therapy, which elevated his family to godlike status. T7 turns average 

humans into near-immortal distortions of themselves—with immense physical proportions to match 

their ostentatious, unreachable lifestyles. A dead Titan is big news . . . a murdered Titan is 

unimaginable. But these modified magnates are Cal’s specialty. In fact, his own ex-girlfriend, Athena, 

is a Titan. And not just any—she is Stefan’s daughter, heir to the massive Tonfamecasca empire.   

As the murder investigation intensifies, Cal begins to unravel the complicated threads of what should 

have been a straightforward case, and it becomes clear he’s on the trail of a crime whose roots run 

deep into the dark heart of the world. 

In The Lives of Puppets by T.J. Klune 

In a strange little home built into the branches of a grove of trees, live three robots--fatherly inventor 

android Giovanni Lawson, a pleasantly sadistic nurse machine, and a small vacuum desperate for love 

and attention. Victor Lawson, a human, lives there too. They're a family, hidden and safe. 

The day Vic salvages and repairs an unfamiliar android labelled "HAP," he learns of a shared dark 

past between Hap and Gio - a past spent hunting humans. When Hap unwittingly alerts robots from 

Gio's former life to their whereabouts, the family is no longer hidden and safe. Gio is captured and 

taken back to his old laboratory in the City of Electric Dreams. So together, the rest of Vic's 

assembled family must journey across an unforgiving and otherworldly country to rescue Gio from 

decommission, or worse, reprogramming. 

Along the way to save Gio, amid conflicted feelings of betrayal and affection for Hap, Vic must 

decide for himself: Can he accept love with strings attached? 



Fantasy 

White Horse by Erika T. Wurth 

Heavy metal, ripped jeans, Stephen King novels, and the occasional beer at the White Horse have 

defined urban Indian Kari James’s life so far. But when her cousin Debby finds an old family bracelet 

that once belonged to Kari’s mother, it inadvertently calls up both her mother’s ghost and a monstrous 

entity, and her willful ignorance about her past is no longer sustainable… 

Haunted by visions of her mother and hunted by this mysterious creature, Kari must search for what 

happened to her mother all those years ago. Her father, permanently disabled from a car crash, can’t 

help her. Her Auntie Squeaker seems to know something but isn’t eager to give it all up at once. 

Debby’s anxious to help, but her controlling husband keeps getting in the way. Kari’s journey toward 

a truth long denied by both her family and law enforcement forces her to confront her dysfunctional 

relationships, thoughts about a friend she lost in childhood, and her desire for the one thing she’s 

always wanted but could never have. 

The Carnival of Ash by Tom Beckerlegge 

Cadenza is the City of Words, a city run by poets, its skyline dominated by the steepled towers of its 

libraries, its heart beating to the stamp and thrum of the printing presses in the Printing Quarter. Carlo 

Mazzoni, a young wordsmith arrives at the city gates intent on making his name as the bells ring out 

with the news of the death of the city’s poet-leader. Instead, he finds himself embroiled with the 

intrigues of a city in turmoil, the looming prospect of war with their rival Venice ever-present. A war 

that threatens not only to destroy Cadenza but remove it from history altogether. 


